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Minutes 

Emergency Meeting of the 

USA Fencing Board of Directors 

July 27, 2015 via Teleconference 

 
 

Present: Nathan Anderson, Don Anthony, Michael Aufrichtig, David Blake, Sam 

Cheris, Mary Griffith, Diana Hoadley, Lorrie Marcil Holmes, Alan Kidd, Ann 

Marsh-Senic, Cody Mattern, Lianne Merchant, Jeff Salmon, Daria Schneider 

Absent: Laurie Schiller 

Guests: Donald Alperstein, Kris Ekeren, Nicole Jomantas, Keri Khan, Grant Jones, 

Melissa Jones, Tim Morehouse, Kate Reisinger, Christy Simmons 

 

An emergency meeting was called to discuss and vote on USA Fencing hosting the Sabre Grand 

Prix in 2015. This matter is urgent in order to provide notification to the FIE on the status of the 

event and, if approved, to enter into contracts for the event. 

 

Mr. Anthony – The plan is to hold the event at Harvard. It was announced today that 

Boston has pulled its bid to host the 2024 Olympics. One idea for hosting the event at 

Harvard was to be able to tap into the Boston 2024 resources. The national office has 

been working hard to bring the cost of hosting the sabre Grand Prix down and 

looking for $140K to make the event budget neutral. We believe that the projected 

expenses are accurate. The revenue projections are accurate and conservative. There 

are different aspects of how to reach the number that include cutting some programs 

from the 2015-16 approved budgets. It is important that we seize this opportunity to 

host this event in an Olympic year and address the deficit we would be facing. Our 

athletes are performing well. We currently do not have a marketing director, which is 

one of the proposed cuts. We have gotten our financial house in order over the last 

three years. It’s time for USA Fencing to make money and win medals. The 

organization has not done anything to address the marketing side of this event. These 

events are hard to get and we should take this opportunity.  

 

Ms. Hoadley – It would be a good idea to approach Chase for some sponsorship help 

with this event. We also need to get in touch with Harvard and ask them to provide 

contacts for companies and individuals who sponsor other events at Harvard.  

 

Ms. Marcil – Where at Harvard will this be held? 
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National Office – The Fieldhouse, an older building.  

How were the preliminaries and finals revenue numbers calculated? 

National Office – The numbers came by averaging the revenue from the NY Grand 

Prix and San Francisco averages. We also based it on what Harvard was able to bring 

in at other fencing events.  

Mr. Kidd – What is the drop dead deadline on letting the FIE know?  

Mr. Anthony  – The FIE knows we have not guaranteed to host this event. The 

deadline now is for the staff to finalize contracts. The FIE knows we are trying to get 

funding for this event. Letters have been sent to President of the FIE and Secretary. 

General. The question is how long will Boston wait for us. We believe that we are 

running out of time.  

Mr. Kidd -  Would we  be willing to try and help bring in more funds and looking at 

moving the event? 

Ms. Schneider and Ms. Merchant will also help to attempt to bring in additional 

funds.  

Motion: (Mr. Anthony) To postpone the vote on this until Thursday August 13, 2015 

at 7 pm ET. 

Second: Ms. Hoadley 

Motion passed.  

Who is USA Fencing supporting in Pan American president?  

 

Mr. Anthony: Right now there is only one candidate that we are aware of and that is Vitaly Logvin. 

We won’t be opposing him. 

Motion: (Mr. Cheris) To adjourn the meeting. 

Second: Blake 

Motion passed.  

Meeting adjourned.  

 

 
 


